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ABSTRACT 

Assuming specific assumptions about the space-time evolution of 

hadronic jets TmztiStwtti, within the framework of a Monte-Carlo calcula

tion, the transverse and longitudinal momentum distributions of part-

icles within the jets. ̂  

The transverse momentum distributions are sensitive to the space-

time evolution picture. The observed energy dependence of the average 

transverse momentum and the well known seagull effect are qualitatively 

reproduced within a picture in which Slow particles in a jet are pro

duced First, and Fast ones - Last (SFFL). 
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1. Introduction 

In the variety of high energy collision processes presently under 

study, namely hadron-hadron collisions (both low- and high-p_ data), 

deep inelastic lepton-hadron collisions and e*e" annihilation into 

hadrons, a few features sees to emerge which are common to all types 

of reactions. These are: 

1. Longitudinal momentum scaling, obeyed at least approximately; 

2. Finite and small average transverse momentum, <p->, typically rang

ing between 300 to 400 HeV/c when averaged over x_ (cm. longitudinal 

momentum fraction); 

2 

3. <PT> increases with energy at fixed xr (possibly, <pT> is linear in 

logs for x- a b in the parton' fragmentation region of lepto-production ) 

4. The Seagull effect. At a given energy, <p_i depends on x_. For 

x_ <fi p_ increases with x-, it flattens off around XpS^ at an energy 

dependent maximum and falls off at large x_. The effect has been ob

served in hadronic reactions (both in sma21-pT jets ' and in high-p. 

jets ), lepto-production-' and in e*e" annihilation into hadrons 
12 

(the Xp <Jj part only) at the highest SPEAR energies 

It has been recently proposed by one of us that the last two 

features may be understood as natural consequences of a simple space-

time picture according to which, within a jet, Slow particles are 

produced First, and Fast ones - Last (SFFL). 

In this paper we present the results of a quantitative study of 

this model, as well as two additional space-time pictures (FFSL-Fast 

First, Slow Last; FLAT - random order, fixed jet axis). The qualita

tive conclusions reached in ref.13 are validated by means of a Monte-

Carlo simulation of these models. We show that the SFFL model agrees 
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best with experimental data. 

In Section 2 we describe the different models and the theoretical 

expectations. In Section 3 our Monte-Carlo event generation procedure 

is described. 

Our results are presented in Section 4. We shew < p > versus xp 

for the three models, and conpare then with experimental data. Longi

tudinal momentum distributions are discussed briefly. 

We conclude in Section 5 with a few general remarks. 

2. The Model 

We start from the observation that high energy collisions end up 

in most cases with two back-to-back particle jets. We assume that 

particles are fragments of some primordial object (quark, excited had-

ron?) whose momentum (before fragmentation starts) is P*°*, with size 

approximately /s/2 (s-being the invariant mass of the system). 

After emitting n particles, the remaining jet momentum is *y :.. 

Denote the momentum of the (n+1) particle by p + . Its component 

transverse to the momentary jet axis is given by 

After the emission of the particle, the "unused" jet momentum is 

*C»H) . *(n) . j . 
Vet Vet pn+l • {2'2> 

The dynamical weight given to this particle is 

e-VT' 
where 

«r}-/"w2*-2' 
(2.3) 



*N •*/¥• 
*fe have chosen A = 6 (GeV/c) (yielding a <p^> of -̂ 350 MeV/c per step), 

N is the multiplicity of the event. The factor / - n — has been intro

duced in order to ensure that <p_,> is approximately the same for all 

multiplicities. 

For each event the two cm. hemispheres (jets) were treated sepa

rately. For the sake of simplicity all particles were assumed to be 

pions. No quantum numbers (charge, isospin, spin, etc.) were taken 

into account. In order to avoid problems of diffraction and leading 

particle effects we demanded N _>3 (except for the lowest energy calcu-
2 

lated). The resultant (matrix element) is of the form 

N A U) 

Here BN is a constant guaranteeing overall normalization to c„ (N.-

particle cross section). The multiplicity distribution was chosen so 

as to reproduce the experimentally observed ones. For details see 

Section 3. No parameter fitting was involved in our calculations. 

We treat here three models differing in the order of particle 

emission: 

SFFl (Slow First, Fast Last). Within a jet emission starts with the 

particle of smallest longitudinal momentum, p (relative to the initial 

jet axis),and proceeds in the order of increasing p.. Particle trans

verse momenta are calculated relative to the momentary jet axis (Pj",)• 

This is the "inside-outside" cascade. ' 

FFSL (Fast First, Slow last). Particle emission starts with the part

icle of highest p, and ends up with the slowest one. Particle trans-



verse momenta are calculated relative to the momentary jet axis rfj"*)* 

This is the "outside-inside" cascade. 

FLAT. Nn time ordering. Particle transverse momenta in eqs.(2.3-4) 

are calculated relative to the initial jet axis ($j°i)-

Due to the different correlations between the (varying) orienta

tion of the jet axis and position of particles along the emission chain 

(hence their longitudinal momentum) one obviously expects a different 

Xp„ and energy-dependence of <p_> for each of these models. The expec-

tations are : 

<PT*X £ <n>X ' P0 " *l * C O n S t > * (2'S) 

where <n> is the average multiplicity of particles in the jet whose 
XF 

2 longitudinal momentum fraction is smaller than xp. p is the average 

2 2 

<pT> for each emission step, and z is an average longitudinal momen

tum fraction, close in value to xp . Thus one expects: 
2 

a) Seagull effect: <p_> rises with x„ for small xp, due to the 
rise in multiplicity <n> , flattens off at an energy dependent maxi-

XF 
mum aroundx^H and starts falling off at some energy dependent x->^. 

b) Assuming logarithmic multiplicities, at fixed xp: 

<p^> * C log s (2.6) 

Using the observed growth of the charged particle multiplicities 

h>%0.9 logs ) , and 

charged ones, we find 

(<n _>S}j0.9 logs ) , and adding one neutral particle for every pair of 

C(xp *H) ' .01 - .05 (2.7) 
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2 
FFSL. At a fixed energy, for x_ >%, *p_> is constant (coinciding with 

the single step value, hence with its value in FIAT). For x_<%, <p-> 

increases as x_ tends towards zero. The increase is energy independent. 

The maxima value, reached for wee x_ (x_^l//?), is energy dependent, 

expected to be linear in the average particle multiplicity <n>, hence 

approximately linear in log s. 

FLAT. <p_> is independent of both x„ and s. 

These predictions will be modified by phase space effects. First 

of all, *Pj.> has to vanish for Xp-*1 (lack of phase space). Secondly, 

near Xp»o, <PT>» is damped owing to the invariant phase space volume 

element d p/E. Such effects are confined to narrow bins of x_ near 

x_-o and xF«l if energy is sufficiently high (width of M).l at /s*20 GeV). 

As we shall see in Section 4, this seems to kill almost entirely the 

effect for FFSL even at NAL energies on the one hand, and to explain 

the low energy (/s<5 GeV) behaviour of <p_> on the other hand. 

Theoretically, SFFL has been shown as a rigorous consequence of 

14 
one-dimensional QEO . Other than that it has been suggested as the 

viable possibility on the grounds of relativistic invariance . FFSL, 

on the other hand, is attributed to the multiperipheral model . For 

a more comprehensive discussion see ref.13. 

3. Generation of Events 

Events obeying energy and momentum conservation were generated with 

the SAGE Monte-Carlo program according to the GENIS importance samp-

18 
ling procedure To increase the generation efficiency we have limited 

the transverse moment*. The generation density of an N-ptrticle event 

was 



•N = exp(- I (pji)2/2R^) , (3.1) 

where we set 

<p£>N = 2R* • [itLj - 0.25 (GeV/c)2 . (3.2) 

Events were then given weights of the form: 

a,, » 1^1*/•„• d(Phase Space) , (3.3) 

where M^ was the model dependent matrix element described in Section 2. 

For each event a random number R was uniformly generated in the (pre

determined) range [o.ujj3*], and the event was discarded whenever <n,<R. 

Finally, the distribution of N was chosen so as to reproduce the 

experimentally observed multiplicity distributors, This was done at 

three energies: /? * 20 GeV (NAL energy range), /s * 7,5 GeV (highest 

SPEAR energy range) and /S - 2.S GeV. At /s • 20 GeV we used the mul-

19 
tiplicity distribution observed in pn interactions at Pt_|,l|200 GeV/c, 

yielding an average charged particle multiplicity of 7.4. Neutral 

particles were added on with a poisson distribution whose average was 

4 neutrals. At /P» 7.5 GeV a poisson distribution with an average 

multiplicity of 8 particles (based on an average charged particle 

multiplicity ./f iS ) was used. At Ss * 2.5 GeV we used the charged 

particle multiplicity distribution measured in the DESY Streamer Cham-
a 

ber electro-production experiment . The average charged particle mul-
2 2 

tiplicity was 2.5 at Q * 1-2 (GeV) . A neutral particle poisson dis

tribution with an average of 1.3 neutrals was added. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Ne start by checking the theoretical expectations mentioned in 



Section 2 against our quantitative results. In Fig.l we show <p> 

versus xp at /S * 20 GeV (Pi^h i 200 GeV/c) for the three models. 

SFFL yields a clear Seagull effect, with <p > rising from ̂ 300 HeV/c 

near I. • o to a maximua of ̂ SOO MeV/c at x- * •§. Beyond xf - H, <pT> 

is almost constant (counting the full particle multiplicity), and 

starts falling off when the diminishing available phase space begins 

to limit the number of particles in the event, 

3 
FFSL yields a rather poor effect. The d p/E damping mentioned in 

Section 2 operates just where <p_> should reach its maximum (x- near 

zero), As a consequence, only a shallow maximum is obtained, As 

expected, for x_ >H, <PT> is constant, close to the FLAT curve, 

The FLAT curve is essentially flat, at a value of t350 MeV/c, It 

serves as a measure of the extent to which kinematics affect <pT> at 

this energy. 

It is remarkable how <p-> of 3S0 MeV/c per single emission step, 

coupled with the appropriate emission order, can yield a clear seagull 

effect, with <p_> reaching a maximum of S00 MeV/c. 

As a measure of the energy dependence in SFFL we show in Fig.1 

the curi'es also at /? » 7.5, 2.S GeV. The rise at all values of x-

reflects the strong correlation in this model between <p_> and the 

average particle multiplicity. In contrast, in FLAT and FFSL (for 

Xp >Jj) <pT> is equal to the average transverse momentum of a single 

emission step. It becomes energy independent once >T is above a few 

GeV. 

In.Fig.2 we show some of the available high energy hadron-hedron 

and lepto-production data versus x_, together with our SFFL predic

tion at /? • 20 GeV. It is remarkable that, within experimental errors, 
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data of different processes exhibit the sane seagull effect, with <p_> 

rising up to •vSOO MeV/c near x_ * H- The SFFL model agrees with the 

data quite wellf while FFSL and FLAT disagree with the data even in a 

qualitative way. 

In order to convince ourselves that the rise of <pT> at small Xj, 

is not just a kineaatical effect, we have also simulated the FLAT nodel 

with <p_> * S00 HeV/c per step. T:-e result is also shown in the Figure 

While there is agreement with the data for 0.3 <x„ <0.8, the curve 

grossly overestimates <p_> for xp <0.3, where the bulk of the data is 

20 
concentrated. This has been remedied in one model by the inclusion 

of resonance decay. 

In Fig.3 we conpare our SFFL curve at /T* 7.5 GeV with medium 

2 3 9 10 

energy data in hadronic collisions ' (Fig.3a) and lepto-production ' 

and e*e" collisions (Fig.3b), Again, data from different processes 

exhibit the sane seagull effect, SFFL gives a reasonable estimate of 

<p > versus x_, except, perhaps, for the e*e~ data which are slightly 

higher. This may be due to the effects of charm and heavy lepton 

production and the ambiguity in the determination of the jet axis. We 

shall return to this point in Section 5. 

At low energies kinematical effects start playing a predominant 

role and may reduce <p_> to values lower than the 3S0 MeV/c single step 

paraaetrization. In order to check this, we have gone down to the 

lowest energy (/? » 2.5 GeV) where a clear seagull effect has been 

a 

observed in the DESY electro-production experiaent . In Fig.4 we con-

pare our SFFL and FLAT curves with the data. The kineaatical suppres

sion is well reproduced by our calculation. It seeas that the SFFL 

curve agrees with data slightly better than the FLAT curve. Thus, the 
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tine ordered emission (SFFL) nay still play a role, despite the fact, 

that the average aultiplicity is low at this energy (<n .* » 2.5 ), 

due to the tail of the multiplicity distribution. 

We now turn to the question of the energy dependence of <pT> at a 

2 
fixed x_. As mentioned in Section 2, <pT> is expected to be linear in 

the average particle Multiplicity, and hence approximately linear in 

logs. For x„ around H the coefficient of logswas estimated to be 

.01-.OS. At low energies of just a few GeV, on the other hand, kine

matics affect <p_> at all values of X-, as is well demonstrated by 

Fig.4. It is therefore quite reasonable to expect a different energy 

variation at low energies. 

This indeed se«ms to be the case, as is shown in Fig.5, where we 

2 ' 2 

present a compilation of <p_> (lacking data for <p_>) versus logs 

over the entire energy range of presently available data. All data 

points are at, or as near as possible to, *p * *s. The variation in 

log s shows a change in slope around / ? • 4 GeV. We have added our 

SFFL results for xp
 a 4 (full circles) at the three energies /s** 20, 

7.5, 2.5 GeV). Our points are consistent with the data and reflect 

the change in the energy dependence between low and high energies. If 

we take our two points at /?« 20 and 7.5 GeV as representative of the 

high energy behaviour we obtain 
2 

<p_> » const. • .024 log s , (4.1) 

in agreement with the theoretical expectation (2.7). A slope of .06-

.07 characterizes the low energy data alone. 

Finally, as a rough consistency check, let us address ourselves 

to the longitudinal momentum distributions. In Fig.6 we compare the 

quark fragmentation functions 
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as obtained by experiment in lepto-production ' and e*e" collisions 
* 9 

with our SFFL results . For the data of del Papa et al. , presented 

in tens of the z variable, we plot only points with i>H (where z * xp 

at that energy). It is remarkable that the general trend of the 

experimental longitudinal momentum distribution is reproduced by just 

imposing cylindrical phase space (p. cut-off) and the multiplicity 

distributions, The Monte-Carlo results fir the other two nodels are 

not markedly different, and thus the longitudinal momentum distribu

tions do not provide a sensitive test of these models, 

We have chosen to present our results in terms of x_ rather than 

other variables. The other candidates are rapidity (y), light cone 

momentum fraction (x+) or radial scaling variable (x„). We have not 

used y, since at fixed y, p T is damped kineuatically and the whole 

effect is washed out. x4 and x„ yield essentially the same results 

as x„ (for finite values, xt « x_ * x-), except that for xt or x„ 

approaching their low momentum limit (xR-"-o, x+ +*/Vjet) <PT
> vanishes, 

thus obscuring the seagull effect at low x. 

5. Remarks and Conclusions 

Of the three space-time pictures discussed here SFFL is clearly 

the best candidate for explaining the data. However, it should be 

noted that a different explanation of the seagull effect has been 

20 
proposed , which involves a FIAT model with resonance decay included. 

*To get the charged particle distributions we simply take 2/3 of the 

total distributions, as no quantum numbers have been introduced. 
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Both prompt stable particles and resonances were produced with some 

average <pT> which was varied with energy so as to fit the data. The 

decrease of <p~> at low x„ was attributed to decay products (second

aries) whose transverse momentum tends to be smaller. This model 

draws heavily on the quantum number content of jets to predict the 

resonance mixture, within a momentum space picture. Our approach 

ignores the quantum numbers of the jet and emphasizes the space-time 

evolution. The true picture might have both approaches nixed in a 

complementary way. 

In hadron-hadron and lepton-hadron collisions p T is measured 

relative to a fixed reference line (projectile line of motion), The 

jet axis need not be aligned along this direction, since the partons 

22 23 
themselves have some limited p. (some estimates ' place it as high 

as 800 MeV/c). He have not taken the transverse momentum of the jet 

2 
into account. Including it will increase the calculated <p_> in 

24* 
lepto-production as follows ' 

<& observed * 'PT* in jet * 4 ' & parton ' tS'15 

A similar effect is expected in hadronic collisions, 

In e e" colisions, on the other hand, where at /?» 7,5 OeV/c and 

x-^0.2 <p_> is significantly higher than our calculated values (see 

Fig.3b), there are two factors that can cause such a deviation. The 

first is the fact that for x. <,% "new physics" effects (charm and 

heavy lepton production) play an important role. Here the mass scales 

are large and there is an abundance of neutrinos and prompt photons 

that does not exist in the fragmentation of u, d, s quarks ("old 

physics"). The second factor is the experimental ambiguity in the 
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determination of the jet axis « 

In conclusion, within the framework of a simple calculation con

strained to reproduce the experimental multiplicity distributions, and 
-1 21 

with one parameter A (fixed at 6 GeV }, we have been able to 
explain qualitatively experimental data from all types of reactions 

over a wide range of energy. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: <p„> vs.x- in Monte Carlo simulation of the various models. 

Fig. 2: Coiiparison of Monte Carlo simulation at Ss * 20 GeV with 

data at similar energies. Data: 

4 
• : pp *iT ^ = 14 GeV 

x: pp -m /T= 19 GeV 
6 

a: pn»ir" /?= 19 GeV 

_ 11 
a: Y*p ->hj »T> 10 GeV 

Fig. 3: Comparison of Monte Carlo simulation at /s = 7.5 CeV with 

data at similar energies. Data: 

_ 2 
a) A: pn -HI" /?=4.8GeV 

• : **P->< •'s1- 5.6 GeV 

x: n"p-HI" ^ T * 5.6 GeV 

. _ 9 
b) 4: -r*p-*-hf ST- 3.S GeV 

_ 10 
o: vN -• h| /T= 2-11 GeV 

+ ,-, I2 

a: e+e- ->h" /s = 7.5 GeV 

Fig. 4: Comparison of Monte Carlo simulation at J3 = 2.5 GeV and 
8 

Q2 = 1.2 GeV2 with y*p ->»- data at /? « 2.2-2.8 GeV 

x: Q2 = 0.3-0.5 

o: Q2 * 0.5-1.4 

Fig. 5: 

.5-.6 except for refs. 4,5,12 where xp * .3-.4 was taken. 

Lines are hand .Irawn to guide the eye. 
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Fig. 6: Comparison of x_ dependence in SFFL with parton fragmen

tation functions. Data: 

•9 
o: y*p -* hZ 

o: eV - h* 
+11 

x: Y*N * hj 
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